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MEMORIAL STADIUM: EXPANSION, MODIFICATION, RENOVATION

“Stadium design involves more than simple construction; rather
it expresses the significance of sport in our culture, as well as
in the cultures of other countries or regions. The history of
stadium construction is thus not only interesting as a series of
architectonic highlights, but also as a reflection of cultural and
social developments.”
Kristin Fiereiss
Forward The Stadium: The
Forward,
Architecture of Mass Sport
Just as in ancient times, cities today are identified by their
stadia. People are enthralled with entertainment of all sorts, and
the stadium is where this takes place. Our consumer culture
feasts on sports today more than ever. The competition and
unexpected realities that sports provide is the fulcrum of reality
TV. Record numbers attend many different sporting events
while even more watch at home on TV. In 2003, Disney paid 71
million dollars to air the final four college football games.
In Nebraska, Memorial Stadium becomes the third largest
city in the state on football home game Saturdays. Demand for
tickets is at its highest and many Lincoln businesses see their
highest gains during football season. These factors make the
stadium one of the most significant architectural pieces in our
city.
Memorial Stadium in Lincoln, Nebraska represents even
more than a feast of consumerism and entertainment. For many
Nebraskans it symbolizes their stature in the world. The stadium
serves as “memory” of the great feats of the storied football
program and the “hope” for future glory. It embodies the pride
of the people and a way of life that is straightforward, dignified,
and hard-working. If the stadium were sub-par in some way, or
outdated, this would signify a crisis in Nebraska state self-image.
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Memorial Stadium must represent the best Nebraska
has to offer. It must display the states ability to rely on its strong
traditions, yet be on the cutting-edge of modern technology.
The stadium must resemble a people and a way of life. It is the
icon of a history and a future.
Statement of Intent_____________________________________
-The Memorial Stadium project will investigate the current
conditions of facilities, study existing programs with regard
to renovation and modification, and establish capacities for
expansion.
-The project necessitates knowledge of sports facilities and the
specific needs of the football program. This may involve research
into the need of individuals ranging from the players themselves
to the coaches, and ultimately the fans as well. The result will
lead to a program which provides excellent solutions to the
found needs. It is assumed that these needs will include updated
training, locker room, and medical facilities for the athletes.
Other programs include offices and meeting rooms for coaches,
additional seating for fans—raising overall seating capacity of
Memorial Stadium, as well as the possible addition of luxury
skyboxes.

-Existing spaces will be scrutinized and renovation options will
be explored. Programs may be changed or moved within the
existing stadium spaces. Study will uncover the most feasible
and reasonable solutions to programming spaces within the
stadiums current facilities.
-This project will require a thorough understanding of many
aspects of architectural expertise. These include research
into the history of stadiums and Memorial Stadium, a deep
understanding of structural and mechanical systems and design
with regard to building on or around existing structures, as well
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as investigations into architectural standards for stadium seating
and large public spaces.
-Research will include a thorough uncovering of the history of
stadiums and sports facilities. This will apply as the background
and foundation for the project. Research will provide precedents
and solutions to athletic facilities problems. These examples may
provide solutions to the project or spark new ideas.
-Knowledge of structural and mechanical systems will be
required in this project. Research will need to be done in this
area to acquire an understanding of the existing conditions. This
will provide basis for expanding or changing these systems for
the addition of more space.
-Studies will also be required in traffic and transportations
systems, circulation, and pedestrian access. A thorough site
analysis will investigate current transportation systems, parking,
and walkways. This data will then be analyzed and a conclusion
will be made regarding the expansion and modification of
existing facilities. Careful attention will be paid to circulation in
the interior of the structure as well.
-Seating arrangements will also be studied. The existing
situation and other precedents will be analyzed. This analysis will
lead to an understanding of what should be done to achieve the
best possible scenario for the fans.
-Research into field surface systems will also be required. This
will include the study of the existing facility and its performance.
Surveying will be done to realize the playing surface of choice for
the athletes. Investigation will then be done into possible field
systems that will work in the Nebraska climate.
-The project will also require research into feasibility and
possible scenarios with regard to the expansion’s enormity. This
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will require an understanding of monetary constraints as well.
The project will develop a reasonable budget, but will push
the envelope in terms of overall vision; that is, the project may
assume a larger budget than what is realistic in order to realize
a certain outcome. It may or may not be tied to the tightest
constraints of an actual project. However, some idea of a budget
will add to the creativity needed to come up with solutions.
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In 1890, the first University of Nebraska’s first football team
defeated Omaha YMCA by a score of 10-0. From that day forward
Nebraska has continually placed itself at the forefront of athletics.
The first African-American to play in major college football
played for Nebraska in 1891. In the 60’s Nebraska was one of
the first programs to implement weight training. And in 1923,
Nebraskans made the decision to continue to build their already
storied football program by building a 31,000 seat stadium
dedicated to those who lost their lives in World War I.
As soon as the University of Nebraska was able to field a
football team, Nebraskan’s came out in droves to support the
scarlet and cream. As one observer wrote just two years after
Nebraska started playing football, “Red neckties were common.
One fellow wore a vest half red, half white. The university colors
of scarlet and cream were displayed in all the usual and a few
unusual ways. One of the unusual was the wearing of scarlet
fezzes with white tassels” (Sherwood, Nebraska Football, p. 5).
Even through the tight years of the great depression, Nebraskan’s
consistently filled Memorial Stadium with 35,000 spectators. No
program has had better fans.
Nebraska has sold out every home game since 1962. “”In fact,
the last time a Nebraska football team played to a less-than-
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sold-out Memorial Stadium, a gallon of gas cost 30 cents and
a new home $12,000. Color television was just coming into
view and Johnny Carson had a new job: Hosting the Tonight
Show. Rawhide, Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey were trying to topple
Bonanza as America’s most popular program while Chubby
Checker’s The Twist, Big Girls Don’t Cry, The Monster Mash and
Roses are Red dominated pop music. In Liverpool, an obscure
quartet released their first hit: Love Me Do” (The Fans of
Memorial Stadium, p. 8). Today, Nebraska football home games
average an above capacity of crowd of 78,000 and the demand is
much greater.
But, is the success of the Universities football teams due to the
unmatched enthusiasm and loyalty of their fans? Or, are these
great qualities of Nebraska fans just a result of a consistent
winning program?
Success breads more success. It may be that the two have a
symbiotic relationship. Maybe Nebraska fans would not be so
loyal if the team didn’t win on a continual basis. Maybe Nebraska
football wouldn’t be so good without exceptional fans. Getting
the nations best recruits every year is extremely important in
having a great
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team, and the atmosphere at a Nebraska home game plays a
huge part in attracting players to this program. The fans also give
Nebraska an incredible advantage over their opponents at home
games. The crowd can be so loud; opposing teams cannot even
hear each other call out plays.
However, Nebraska has not always sold out home games. Before
the streak began in the 60’s Nebraska was not winning. In fact, in
the 40’s and 50’s Nebraska did not field great teams. During this
time, Nebraska’s home game attendance was at its lowest.
So, the two go hand in hand. Success on the football field brings
in more fans and more fans result in more success on the football
field.
In the design of an addition to Memorial Stadium, both the
fans and the football program must be represented as the most
important aspect of Football.
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Before the construction of Memorial Stadium in 1923, the
University of Nebraska football team played on a East-West
running field. The field was located just south of Memorial
Stadium and had minimal seating for fans.

1924-- The first game in the new Memorial Stadium.
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1923—Completion of Memorial Stadium north of original
field(35,000 capacity).
1946–Completion of Schulte Field House at north end of stadium
1964–South end zone section installed, making the stadium a
horseshoe, raising capacity to the 48,000 mark.
1965–Center portion of north end zone section added, raising
capacity to more than 53,000. 1966–Both wings of the north
end zone added, raising capacity to more than 65,000
and making Memorial Stadium into a bowl.
1967–New press box, with guest section added, providing a press
facility.
1972–South end zone extended, 9,400 seats added, raising capacity
to 73,650. 1973–Athletic office building completed, housing
dressing and training facilities for varsity football.
1977–Installation of new AstroTurf replacing the 1970 turf, and a
new scoreboard over the North Stadium.
1980–Completed top deck of press box for additional photo and
visiting radio/TV space.
1981–New West Stadium weight room and new visitor’s locker
room in Schulte Field House.
1982–Expansion of Schulte Field House indoor practice area.
1994–Installation of Instant Replay boards and completion of
Michael Grace production studio (HuskerVision) in West
Stadium. Remodeling of Section 14 to accommodate disabled,
reduced seating to 72,700.
1999–Stadium Improvement project completed, including 42
skyboxes, a club seating area, stadium view lounge,
new
press box and renovated concourses, concessions and
restrooms. Seating raised to 74,056.
2000–Increased club seating reduces capacity to 73,918.
2004-Construction begins for new athletic facilities and added
stadium seating bringing capacity to 80,000 plus.
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SITE ANALYSIS
EXISTING FACILITIES
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SITE ANALYSIS
EXISTING FACILITIES

A computer model displays how the field is lower than ground
level on most of campus.
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HUSKER NATION

Husker Nation Pavilion, located just north of Memorial Stadium
is open to the general public on gameday Saturdays. The
pavilion is completely free and includes:

Live broadcast of the game on large screen

Entertainment for kids

Opportunities for kids to meet mascots
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Gamedays at Memorial Stadium

Food and vendors

VIP tents

Live music and entertainment

Marketing opportunities

Media outlets
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TAILGATE ZONES

There are several tailgates zones in immediate proximity to the
stadium. These give fans the chance to make the game into an
all-day event.
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Gamedays at Memorial Stadium

This project will focus on an addition and renovation of the
existing East Stadium. This section of the stadium includes a
concourse, restrooms and vendors, as well as storage areas under
the stands. 17,000 fans currently have seats in this section. The
Student section is located at the southeast corner.
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The diagram illustrates the stadium’s relationship to campus
buildings.
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East Stadium sits at the intersection of the Vine Street axial mall
and a major campus pathway to the city.
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The diagram displays the stadium’s proximity to tailgate zones.
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The diagram shows the current configuration of seating.
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This stadium addition will seek to connect the exterior of the
stadium with the field. It will attempt to create spaces which
relate to the game and respond to the tremendous support from
fans which make the game such an incredible experience at
Nebraska. The old East Stadium façade will be left mostly intact.
Approximately 10,000 stadium seats will be added bringing
Memorial Stadium’s total to over 90,000. The existing East
Stadium will be renovated.
Under the new stadium seating will be the addition of new
skyboxes on the East Stadium. The center area of skyboxes
will be reserved the “N” club. This is an organization of former
Husker athletes. These skyboxes will serve as meeting places for
the club members throughout the year and as a space reserved
for those who played for Nebraska in the past.
Flanking the “N” Club skyboxes will be public enclosed seating.
These spaces will provide seating for handicap spectators as
well as a refuge for those who are not inclined to endure the
weather during a football game. The space will have its own
restrooms and concessions.
Also included in the addition and renovation will be a University
of Nebraska Sports Hall of Fame. This space will be public in
nature. This space will be open to the public throughout the
week and the year, creating an attraction for fans when there isn’t
a game. Because there currently is no Nebraska Hall of Fame,
trophies, retired jerseys, and other relics are scattered throughout
the athletic facilities around the stadium and campus. With the
addition of the Nebraska Hall of Fame, all of the trophies and
memorabilia from the past will be on display in one place. This
space must be accessible from outside the stadium and secure
enough to keep people from roaming the entire stadium and
athletic facilities. However, the player’s game day entrance
tunnel may pass through this space. This will serve as a strong
reminder for the players on game day of the rich history that
they are a part of.
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Public Space
Atrium
Vertical circulation
New Stadium Seating (10,000)
“N” Club Skyboxes
Public and Handicap Enclosed Seating
Concessions(6 @ 600 sq. ft.)
Restrooms(4 each level @ 700 sq.ft.)
Area Subtotal
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Existing
Sq. ft.

Needed
Sq. ft.

0
3,500
0
800
0
0
0

60,000
14,000
60,000
6,000
6,000
36,000
56,000

4,300

237,000
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Stadium Concourse
Lobby/ Concourse
Stairways/Circulation (4 @50,000 sq. ft. each)
Nebraska Football Hall of Fame
Area Subtotal

Game Day Stadium Entrance
Drop off area
Fan tunnel (500 ft. path @ 12 ft wide)
Area Subtotal
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0
0
0
0
0

12,000
12,000
200,000
10,000
234,000

Existing
Area
Sq. ft.

Needed
Area
Sq. ft.

10,000
60,000
70,000

20,000
60,000
80,000
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With the addition of the football players’ facilities in the north
area of Memorial Stadium, the football players will have most
of their activities in one area. Most of these functions will be
somewhat private in nature. However, the point of arrival on
home game Saturdays still has the potential of being an exciting
moment for both players and fans. Currently, the players arrive
to the East of the stadium in front of the old main entrance.
Buses bring the players from their hotel to the game along the
old mall. In the original design for Memorial Stadium, this mall
created a dramatic approach to the stadium. This project will
seek to bring the impact of this approach back to the stadium
while creating a powerful experience for both players and
fans.
The Players will approach the stadium from the old mall as is
the current practice. The addition will include a transition into
the stadium from this drop-off. The path will lead the players
from this point to the locker room. This path will be a tunnel of
fans welcoming the players and cheering them toward victory
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This project will seek to connect the architecture of a stadium
with the experience of the game. The design of athletic
facilities and the addition of seating will embody the tradition
of winning and the excitement of the future for Nebraska
Football in Memorial Stadium.
This project will focus on new ways of looking at stadium design.
The stadium has come to represent more than a sporting event
for their respective institutions. At the college level, the football
stadium has become the symbol of a universities pride and
accomplishments. Today’s football stadiums are the icon of a city,
university or team. The stadium has come to represent the thrill
that is the event of the game. A stadium is the venue where the
event takes place. All of the preparation of the team for the game,
the anticipation by the fans, and media are all focused on this one
event. At one place, one time, the event happens. The outcome
is unpredictable, the anticipation unbearable, and the excitement
incredible. With televised games, the focus on the stadium is
magnified even more. The stadium must address the modern
phenomenon that is college football.
Memorial stadium was originally built to honor those who fell
in World War I. However, as fans have demanded more and more
seating, the original architecture has become a hodge-podge of
different additions. The latest additions have taken some of the
original language and attempted to apply it in modern materials
and construction. However, the resulting façade has become an
overgrown version of the old “memorial.” The west stadium is a
giant wall that can only be perceived from a substantial distance
away from its base. The concrete panel and glass application does
not allow for views into the stadium from the outside and there
is little indication that it is even a stadium other than the large
arches. The event that occurs within the stadium has many more
complexities and depth than an imposing “wall.”
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Memorial Stadium will be built upon the winning tradition of
the program while positioning itself for future glory.
Memorial Stadium in Lincoln, Nebraska represents more
than a feast of consumerism and entertainment. For many
Nebraskans it symbolizes their stature in the world. The stadium
serves as “memory” of the great feats of the storied football
program and the “hope” for future glory. It embodies the
pride of the people and a way of life that is straightforward,
dignified, and hard-working. If the stadium were sub-par in
some way, or outdated, this would signify a crisis in Nebraska
state self-image.
Memorial Stadium must represent the best Nebraska has
to offer. It must display the states ability to rely on its strong
traditions, yet be on the cutting-edge of modern technology.
The stadium must resemble a people and a way of life. It is the
icon of a history and a future.
In 1890, the first University of Nebraska football team defeated
Omaha YMCA by a score of 10-0. From that day forward
Nebraska has continually placed itself at the forefront of athletics.
The first black-American to play in major college football
played for Nebraska in 1891. In the 60’s Nebraska was one of
the first programs to implement weight training. And in 1923,
Nebraskans made the decision to continue to build their already
storied football program by building a 31,000 seat stadium
dedicated to those who lost their lives in World War I.
Today the football program is in danger of losing its
competitive edge over the competition. The current facilities
that house the football program are not cutting edge. They are
not even adequate. If Nebraska desires to continue the tradition
of success through football, a facility must be built that not only
brings Nebraska back up to par with its competitors, but places
Nebraska at the forefront of athletics once again.
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Memorial Stadium must establish the program and the fans
as equally important entities in the success of Nebraska
football.
As soon as the University of Nebraska was able to field a
football team, Nebraskan’s came out in droves to support the
scarlet and cream. Even through the tight years of the great
depression, Nebraskan’s consistently filled Memorial Stadium
with 35,000 spectators. No program has had better fans.
Nebraska has sold out every home game since 1962. “”In fact,
the last time a Nebraska football team played to a less-thansold-out Memorial Stadium, a gallon of gas cost 30 cents and a
new home $12,000, (The Fans of Memorial Stadium, p. 8). Today,
Nebraska football home games average an above capacity of
crowd of 78,000 and the demand is much greater.
But, is the success of the University’s football teams due to
the unmatched enthusiasm and loyalty of their fans? Or, are
these great qualities of Nebraska fans just a result of a consistent
winning program? Success breads more success. Maybe
Nebraska fans would not be so loyal if the team didn’t win on a
continual basis. Maybe Nebraska football wouldn’t be so good
without exceptional fans.
Getting the nations best recruits every year is extremely
important in having a great team, and the atmosphere at a
Nebraska home game plays a huge part in attracting players
to this program. The fans also give Nebraska an incredible
advantage over their opponents at home games. The crowd can
be so loud; opposing teams cannot even hear each other call out
plays.
However, Nebraska has not always sold out home games.
Before the streak began in the 60’s Nebraska was not winning.
In fact, in the 40’s and 50’s Nebraska did not field great teams.
During this time, Nebraska’s home game attendance was at its
lowest. So, the two go hand in hand. Success on the football
field brings in more fans and more fans result in more success
on the football field. In the design of an addition to Memorial
Stadium, both the fans and the football program must be
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“I like to have players see Lincoln at its best and see Memorial
Stadium, instead of trying to envision it in December and
January,” Callahan said. “We really want these kids to come in and
enjoy the festivities and the atmosphere and the pageantry of
college football.”
-Nebraska Football Head Coach, Bill Callahan
Game days at Memorial Stadium in Lincoln, Nebraska
are truly a unique experience. Fans come in droves to see their
storied Huskers play respected opponents. The experience of
arriving at the Stadium is a procession, with rituals and traditions
imbedded within. With the addition to the East Stadium, this
procession will be raised to new heights. Old rituals will be
embellished and new rituals will be started. The strong traditions
of Nebraska Football will be respected and built upon placing
Nebraska back at the forefront of college athletics.
On Game day, the players will arrive at Memorial Stadium
on the East side. This is significant because this is the original
main entrance to Memorial Stadium. The old processional mall
that was Vine street will be re-established. Currently, the grass
and pathways which made up this mall are gone. In their place
are parking lots. Parking may be placed underground and in
other areas in order to re-create the mall. This will strengthen the
progression towards the stadium and the game.
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Lambeau Field
Autzen Stadium
Soldier Field
Jones Stadium
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LAMBEAU FIELD, GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
ELLERBE BECKET 2004

The Green Bay Packers are a truly unique professional football
organization. The team and stadium are owned by the fans. The
recent addition and renovation to the stadium reflects this fact.

Architectural Language:
The addition is similar to the Memorial Stadium expansion
project because the addition was applied to a historic stadium
and was designed to address spectator needs. The addition
is modern while relating to the historic stadium. The atrium is
positioned in a way that creates a grand entrance to the stadium.
The program and layout give importance to the fan.
Relationship Between Spectators and Participants:
The entire project is orientated towards providing a memorable
experience for each fan. The addition includes a large atrium
which provides indoor circulation space. Also included are other
fan amenities like the Packer’s Hall of Fame and Pro Shop. The
building also addresses the “tailgating” aspect of the football
experience. Parking completely surrounds the stadium, placing
the tailgater in the shadow of the stadium.
Materials:
A steel structural system is covered with a cosmetic brick and
glass facade. The brick color is meant to relate to the old rail
yards nearby.
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AUTZEN STADIUM RENOVATION
ELLERBE BECKET 2003

The University of Oregon’s Autzen Stadium Renovation is the
result of a completely different set of circumstances than that of
Texas Tech.

Architectural Language:
The University of Oregon does not have a strict code for its
campus architecture. Thus, its stadium is a piece of architecture
which represents the football program and its progressive
approach to football. The use of striking symmetry gives
importance to the main entrance. The Vertical planes against the
backdrop of horizontal bands emphasize the stadiums ascension
upward. The architecture implements a language of planes and
depth. The horizontal bands appear to float with nothing but
glass above and below.
Relationship Between Spectators and Participants:
The stadium is placed a short distance from campus. Part of
the stadium’s design is the procession from campus to the field.
This path becomes part of the architecture of the stadium. The
Stadium’s relationship to the outside world and the fan is direct.
The stadium seeks to be integrated into the landscape and
formal expressions on the interior are suggested on the exterior.
Materials:
Autzen Stadium consists of a combination of poured-in place
concrete, pre-cast concrete, and steel structural systems. The
Facade is clad with pre-cast panels and glass curtain walls.
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Soldier Field
Woods and Zapata, 2003.

Chicago’s Soldier Field renovation has been a widely criticized
and controversial addition to the city’s architectural collection.

Architectural Language:
The original stadium was classic with Greek collumns and
proportions. Like Memorial Stadium, it was built in the early
twentieth century mostly of concrete. The addition was a
direct contrast to this. The innovative design is modern and
expressionistic. Its radical cantilivers and angled columns border
on post-structuralist.
Relationship Between Spectators and Participants:
The Stadium’s new glass facade is within the original classical
structure. The space between then becomes a mezzinine for
fans. This reinforces the interplay between the past and the
future. Fans must come to grips with the fact that thier team
must change to survive in a new era of pro football.
Materials:
The cast-in-place concrete structure of the original stadium is
contrasted by the use of steel and glass in the new addition.
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JONES STADIUM ADDITION
ELLERBE BECKET 2003

Texas Tech’s addition to their football stadium in 2003 makes an
interesting statement about how that university relates to its
football program.

Architectural Language:
The Spanish Renaissance style is a requirement for all buildings
on Texas Tech’s campus. Because the football stadium is on
the campus, it had to follow these guidelines. What makes this
peculiar is the fact that the stadium represents a traditional ideal
while the football program has little history and is anything but
traditional in its approach to football.
Relationship Between Spectators and Participants:
The stadium’s façade, by virtue of its connection with campus
is somewhat disjointed from the game itself. For some of the
reasons stated above, the experience of the game is separated
from the representation given by the architecture. This is true in
the structure’s interior spaces as well. The spaces are luxurious
and give a high-rated hotel feel rather than a stadium feel.
Materials:
The disconnect between the game and the architecture is
highlighted when comparing the façade which faces the field
to the exterior façade. By necessity, the skybox is mostly glass
horizontal bands. This is a stark contrast to the brick with
ornamental concrete caps on the exterior.
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Memorial Stadium
The conscious separation of fans and players is
not good for either. Fans pay more and more for their
admission to events and expect to be entertained. They
may also feel that the athletes are spoiled, ungrateful, and
play uninspired. In turn, athletes have become defensive
toward fans who they feel expect perfection and have no
understanding of what it is actually like to be a player.
But, it doesn’t have to be this way. Architecture can play a
role in re-establishing the fact that the spectator and the
participant cannot exist successfully without each other.
At Memorial Stadium, Fans are exceptional, however
the existing stadium’s façade virtually presents a wall
which separates the outside world from the game. This
is not reflective of the reality that the game is completely
dependant upon the outside world and the outside world
is enthralled with the game. The old East Stadium is the
original main entrance. It is the culmination of the Vine
Street axial mall; a focal point for campus. The Old East
Stadium façade is oriented toward the student population
and is the best location for addressing the separation of
the spectator and the participant.
With 265 consecutive sellouts and a continued
growth of waiting lists, the stadium will continue
to present an opportunity for revenue gains for the
University. Since the 1890’s, when the University of
Nebraska first fielded a team, fan support has repeatedly
pushed the capacity of the stadium to grow. The Stadium
will need to increase seating capacity again. The old east
stadium presents the most feasible opportunity to address
this issue.
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The stadium addition will:
- Create new opportunities for fan and player
interaction throughout the procession of the
players to the locker room before a game as
part of the game day ritual.
- Pursue an inclusive rather than exclusive
urban presence on campus by opening up
what has been established as a closed facade.
- Continue to appease the needs of fans and
increase the excitement of Football games
by adding 10,000 seats raising Memorial
Stadium’s capacity to 90,000.
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The project started with the intent of adding to the North
Stadium.
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For maximum interaction with the campus (fans) the East side of
Memorial stadium made much more sense.
East Stadium has much more historical significance as the
original main entrance to the stadium. Its orientation as the
culmination of the Vine Street Mall also made it a critical junction
point for the campus and city.
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The project then became more difficult in its relation to the
symmetry of this major axis. It also had to react carefully to
the existing stadium.
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Sketches lead to computer models which explored ideas in
implementing the program as an addition to the East Stadium.

Safety and functional issues necessitated that certain elements
be placed at certain locations. The vertical Circulation ramps
were originally oriented parallel to the East Stadium facade. A
small atrium-like box signified the entrance.

The idea of creating a theatre of fans for the players as they
arrived on game days lead to rotating the vertical circulation
towers. The atrium became a connecting piece for the addition.

As this scheme seemed promising in terms of its potential for
new rituals of interaction between fans and players -- it was
further developed through a series of iterations.
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A simple expression: The stadium seat hover above a glass
box which preserves the old stadium as a museum piece.
Overly large circulation towers flank the main entrance
symbolizing the strength of the football program.
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Computer modeling was used to understand the existing
structural system within East Stadium.
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SKYBOX LEVEL PLAN
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NEW SEATING LEVEL PLAN
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The second semester was spent furthering the conceptual
design while developing details.
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The structure for the circulation towers was designed to allow
fans maximum viewing ability.
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CIRCULATION TOWERS

The ramps were altered so the lower levels would have
more room for fans. The ramps taper back one as they
get higher reiterating the theatre feel.
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Precast concrete panels flank the circulation towers recalling the
precast panels of the West Stadium. They serve to provide some
protection from the elements for fans circulating up. They also
contain noise within the entrance theatre. The thin character of
the panels is clearly expressed as they give the impression of a
swinging opening for the entrance.
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The protective railing on the ramps had to allow for viewing
the arriving players. A steel cable system was selected over a
glass system because it would require less maintainence.
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CURTAIN WALL

It was necessary for the glass curtain wall to have a light
appearance in relation to the heaviness of the existing East
Stadium. A system was selected that allowed for maximum
views in and out. When viewing the stadium front-on the curtain
wall almost dissapears. Yet, when looking at an angle, the system
reads as a wall of structure which touches the ground lightly.
The curtain wall was angled out in order to reduce glare and
minimize reflection from the sky. It enabled a double dose of
red for each football fan. As they approach the stadium, their
reflection will become visible in the tilted glass wall.
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This project has created new opportunities for fan and player
interaction by building upon the gameday arrival processional for
the players. This processional is greatly enhanced through the
desing of the main entrance into the East Stadium. This theatre of
fans welcoming the team to the stadium will be one of the most
powerful and enspiring moments in all of sports.
The suggestion of a skybox dedicated to former players will build
upon this by bringing a role model for the players to the stadium to
watch them perform. The presence of these players will also be
exciting for fans at the game.
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The idea of a more “open” facade has been realized through the
implementation of a glass curtain wall that is cut by the precast
panels and vertical circulation towers. The towers open to the
campus beckoning all to come in and appreciate the original East
Stadium entrance.
As history has indicated, Memorial Stadium will continue to need to
grow. The Addition of 10,000 new seats will accomodate for the
demand for more tickets.
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LOWER LEVEL - HALL OF FAME - PLAN
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